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The neural origins of specific and general memory:
the role of the fusiform cortex
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Abstract

Recognition of an object can be based on memory for specific details of a prior encounter with the object, or on a more general memory for the
type of object previously encountered. Responding on the basis of general information alone can sometimes produce memory errors involving
both distortion and forgetting, but little is known about the neural origins of general versus specific recognition. We extended the standard
subsequent memory paradigm to examine whether neural activity at encoding predicts whether an object will subsequently elicit specific as
compared to general memory. During event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), participants viewed objects and made size
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udgments about them. Later, they viewedsame, similar, andnewobjects, labeling each as “same,” “similar,” or “new.” Specific recogn
as indicated by a “same” response to asameobject. By contrast, general, non-specific recognition was indicated by either a “same” re

o asimilar object (false memory) or a “similar” response to asameobject (partial memory). As predicted, specific recognition, as comp
o non-specific recognition, was associated with encoding-related activity in the right fusiform cortex, while non-specific recog
ompared to forgetting, was associated with encoding-related activity in the left fusiform cortex. Furthermore, all successful re
specific and general), as compared to forgetting, was associated with encoding-related activity in bilateral fusiform cortex. Th
uggest that the right fusiform cortex is associated with specific feature encoding, while the left fusiform cortex is involved in mor
bject encoding.
2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Memory can be expressed as specific or verbatim recog-
ition of a previously encountered item, or as non-specific
ecognition of the general sense or gist of what was encoun-
ered (Brainerd & Reyna, 1995; Schacter, Norman, & Kout-
taal, 1998). For example, after studying a picture of a car,
n a later memory test people may show specific recogni-

ion of the exact car that they saw earlier, or they may have a
on-specific memory that they saw a car. Such non-specific
ecognition can be associated with two types of errors: partial
orgetting of the precise details of the studied item (e.g. re-
embering they saw a car, but failing to recognize the exact

ar they saw), or false recognition of a similar but not iden-
ical item (e.g. falsely remembering a different car based on

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 617 496 5909; fax: +1 617 496 3122.
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general familiarity) (Koutstaal, 2003; Koutstaal & Schacte
1997).

Behavioral studies have begun to examine the cogn
properties of specific versus non-specific recognition, a
is increasingly accepted that non-specific forms of mem
such as false recognition, have important theoretical im
cations (Brainerd & Reyna, 1995; Koutstaal, 2003; Koutstaa
& Schacter, 1997; Schacter et al., 1998). By contrast
neuroimaging research concerned with the neural bas
memory has focused on specific recognition, exami
either the neural correlates of encoding processes that a
sociated with subsequent recognition judgments (e.g.Brewer,
Zhao, Desmond, Glover, & Gabrieli, 1998; Kirchhoff, Wag-
ner, Maril, & Stern, 2000; Otten, Henson, & Rugg, 200;
Wagner et al., 1998) or retrieval processes that occ
during a recognition test (e.g.Buckner, Koutstaal, Schact
Wagner, & Rosen, 1998; Eldridge, Knowlton, Furmansk
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Bookheimer, & Engel, 2000; Rugg, Henson, & Robb, 2003;
Wheeler & Buckner, 2003). Little is known about encoding-
related neural activity associated with the two types of previ-
ously noted errors that are hallmarks of non-specific recogni-
tion: false recognition (when people incorrectly “remember”
items that are similar but not identical to studied items) and
partial recognition (when people forget specific item details).
Studies exploring the neural basis of non-specific recognition
do exist, but they have focused on the differential brain
activity associated with true and false recognition at the time
of memory retrieval (e.g.Cabeza, Rao, Wagner, Mayer, &
Schacter, 2001; Schacter, Buckner, Koutstaal, Dale, & Rosen,
1997; Schacter et al., 1996; Slotnick & Schacter, 2004;
for review, seeSchacter & Slotnick, 2004). Moreover,
virtually nothing is known about encoding-related neural
activity that is associated with subsequent non-specific
recognition (i.e. partial or false recognition), as compared
to specific recognition. An event-related potential (ERP)
study, in which participants perceived or imagined objects,
has investigated brain activity (as reflected by scalp voltage
topography) associated with memorial encoding that resulted
in subsequent confusions between objects that had been
previously perceived or imagined (Gonsalves & Paller,
2000). However, there have been no studies delineating the
precise neural substrates at encoding that support later false
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attenuated but significant repetition priming effect has also
been observed for similar, but previously unseen, exemplars
of previously seen objects (Koutstaal et al., 2001). Impor-
tantly, the right fusiform cortex shows a greater sensitivity
to this exemplar change (a smaller repetition priming effect)
than does the left fusiform cortex; this latter region is partic-
ularly sensitive to general/semantic manipulations but rather
insensitive to minor perceptual changes (Simons, Koutstaal,
Prince, Wagner, & Schacter, 2003). These findings suggest
that right fusiform cortex activity is associated with specific
visual feature processing, while left fusiform activity is as-
sociated with non-specific object processing. Similarly, in
another fMRI study of repetition priming, left fusiform cor-
tex showed reduced activity due to priming both when words
were repeated in the identical visual form (i.e. same case) as
well as when the same words were repeated in a new visual
form (i.e. different case), while right extrastriate cortex (just
posterior of right fusiform cortex) showed a priming effect
only for words repeated in the identical visual form (i.e. same
case) (Dehaene et al., 2001).

In addition to these findings within the fusiform cortex,
other previous research supports the more general claim
that the right hemisphere is associated with specific form
processing, while the left hemisphere is associated with
abstract, categorical processing. For instance, Marsolek and
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ecognition of non-studied objects (i.e. objects that have
either perceived nor imagined). Furthermore, no stu
ave explored the encoding-related activity associated
ubsequent partial memory, where one claims that an it
nly “similar” to a studied item when in fact it is identic

o the studied item. In the present study, we exten
he standard subsequent memory paradigm, where n
ctivity at encoding has been shown to predict subseq
eridical recognition memory performance (e.g.Brewer e
l., 1998; Wagner et al., 1998), to examine whether neur
ctivity associated with a particular item at encoding
redictive of subsequent specific or non-specific recogn

Recent findings suggest that the right and left fusif
ortex are involved in encoding processes, but may
ifferent roles during the encoding of visual objects a
iated with subsequent specific recognition compared
on-specific recognition. Much previous research has
ided evidence that the fusiform cortex is essential for ob
erception (e.g.Haxby et al., 2001). Furthermore, sever
tudies have reported activity increases in bilateral fusi
ortex during the successful encoding of faces (Bernstein
eig, Siegenthaler, & Grady, 2002; Kuskowski & Pardo
999; Sperling et al., 2001, 2003), scenes (Kirchhoff et al.,
000), and words (Wagner et al., 1998), thereby indicatin

hat fusiform activity at the time of encoding is associa
ith subsequent memory outcome. Relevant informatio
lso provided by studies of repetition priming effects, wh

maging studies have consistently revealed that primin
bjects, words, and other material is accompanied by
al activity decreases in several cortical regions, inclu
ilateral fusiform cortex (Schacter & Buckner, 1998). An
l

olleagues have reported a series of explicit and imp
emory studies where stimuli were presented directly to

erebral hemisphere in order to detect hemispheric asy
ries in specific form versus abstract processing and enco
esults suggest that the right hemisphere more effici
istinguishes specific exemplars from a given categ
hile the left hemisphere is most effective at storing abs

nformation that does not vary across exemplars (Marsolek
995, 1999; Marsolek, Schacter, & Nichols, 1996; Marsolek
quire, Kosslyn, & Lulenski, 1994). Furthermore, studie

nvestigating memory in split brain patients show that w
tems are processed in the right rather than left cer
emisphere, patients are better able to distinguish bet
ld items and similar (related but new) items on a su
uent recognition test (Metcalfe, Funnell, & Gazzanig
995; Phelps & Gazzaniga, 1992). Finally, patients with
emantic dementia, who generally have severe atrophy
eft fusiform cortex but relatively little damage to the rig
usiform cortex (Galton et al., 2001), are able to perform
elatively normally on recognition tests in which the tar
s perceptually identical to the studied item, while they
mpaired when the target item is a new exemplar of a stu
tem (Graham, Simons, Pratt, Patterson, & Hodges, 200).

Based on the encoding-related increases in the
ral fusiform cortex associated with successful recogn
Bernstein et al., 2002; Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Kuskowski

Pardo, 1999; Sperling et al., 2001, 2003) and the above
oted hemisphere-specific explicit and implicit memory

ects (Dehaene et al., 2001; Graham et al., 2000; Koutsta
l., 2001; Marsolek, 1995, 1999; Marsolek et al., 1994, 199;
etcalfe et al., 1995; Phelps & Gazzaniga, 1992; Simons
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Fig. 1. Left panel: examples of objects seen during the study phase. Right
panel: examples of objects shown at recognition and the condition in which
each item is shown.

et al., 2003), we hypothesized that activity within the right
fusiform cortex during encoding would be predictive of sub-
sequent specific as compared to non-specific object recog-
nition. Because specific recognition may result from mem-
ory encoding of both the specific and the general features
of an object, we did not predict that encoding-related activ-
ity within the left fusiform cortex would be associated with
subsequent non-specific object recognition when compared
with specific object recognition. However, since non-specific
recognition should result from the successful encoding of
general object features while forgetting should result from
a failure to encode these features, we did expect that left
fusiform activity during encoding would predict subsequent
non-specific recognition as compared to forgetting. Similarly,
we predicted that both right and left fusiform cortex activity
during encoding would be predictive of subsequent recogni-
tion of all types (specific, partial, and false) as compared to
forgetting, since forgetting should result from a failure to en-
code both the specific and the general features of the studied
object.

To test our hypotheses, we conducted an event-related
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study (see
Section2). At encoding, fMRI scans were acquired while
participants made size judgments about colored objects
(Fig. 1). During a subsequent recognition test conducted
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Fig. 2. Memory processes associated with item types and behavioral re-
sponses in the current paradigm.

partial recognition—“similar”/same). Furthermore, there
should be greater left fusiform cortex activity associated
with the encoding of objects that subsequently elicit non-
specific recognition (“same”/similar or “similar”/same), as
compared to forgetting (“new”/sameor similar). Moreover,
“same” or “similar” responses to any previously viewed
object (sameor similar), as compared to “new” responses
to those objects, are indicative of some degree of successful
object encoding (as opposed to forgetting). Such responses
should therefore be associated with bilateral fusiform cortex
activity, which would elicit both specific and non-specific
subsequent recognition. Given that the fusiform cortex is
the target of the hypotheses in the present investigation, our
description of findings will focus on this region.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Thirteen participants took part in this study (11 females;
mean age 23.9 years, range 20–30 years; right handed, native
English speakers, with normal or corrected to normal vision
and no history of neurological trauma). Informed consent
was obtained from all participants before both the behavioral
a sity
I ocol
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1 eated
f dom
w cts
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utside of the scanner, participants viewed three types o
ects: (i)same—objects identical to those seen at encod
ii) similar—objects similar but not identical to objects se
t encoding (i.e. different exemplars of objects with the s
ame); and (iii)new—non-studied, unrelated objects. F
ach object at test, participants made a “same,” “sim
r “new” judgment (seeFig. 2 for a description of th
ognitive process associated with each object type–res
ype pairing), followed by a confidence judgment (“high”
low”). According to our hypotheses, there should be gre
ight fusiform cortex activity associated with the encod
f objects that subsequently elicit specific recogni
“same”/same), as compared to the encoding of obje
ubsequently associated with non-specific recogn
including false recognition—“same”/similar, as well as
nd imaging portions of the study. The Harvard Univer
nstitutional Review Board approved the behavioral prot
nd the Massachusetts General Hospital Institutional Re
oard approved the imaging protocol.

.2. Task and procedure

During fMRI, participants were presented with 360 na
ble, colored objects (Fig. 1) in three 12 min sessions of 1
bjects each. Objects appeared in the center of the scre
s followed by a varying inter-trial-interval ranging from 3
5 s. A unique stimulus order and time sequence was cr

or each participant. The stimulus order was pseudo-ran
ith the following constraints: (i) no more than three obje

n any given broad category (e.g.animals) were shown in
ow; (ii) no more than four objects in any given condit
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at recognition (sameor similar) were shown sequentially at
encoding; and (iii) the same number of objects in each condi-
tion at recognition (sameorsimilar) were shown in each study
session. Such item sequences and “jittered” time sequences
were used in order to optimize estimation of the event-related
fMRI signal (Dale, 1999). Participants were instructed to re-
spond as to whether each object, in the real world, would fit
inside a 13 in. square box. A button-box was used to record
participants’ responses in the scanner. Prior to the scanning
session, participants practiced the task while being shown an
actual 13 in. square box to aid in their decisions. Participants
were not instructed that there would be a later test of memory.

One day later, an object recognition test was administered
outside of the scanner. At this time, participants viewed three
types of objects: (i) objects that were identical to studied
objects (sameobjects); (ii) objects that were similar but not
identical to studied objects (similarobjects); and (iii) new, un-
related objects (newobjects). Similar objects varied from the
originally studied objects in several perceptual aspects like
color, shape, orientation, or surface pattern (Fig. 1); however,
both the original and the similar exemplar in each object pair
had the same verbal label (e.g. “umbrella” given as the name
for both a solid green and a red and blue striped umbrella).
Each object appeared in the center of the screen for 2.5 s
followed by a screen prompting a confidence decision (see
b oss
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2.3. Stimuli

The majority of the object pairs used in this study have
been used in previous research (Koutstaal et al., 2001; Simons
et al., 2003). To sufficiently increase the number of objects to
conduct the present study, we created additional object pairs
that were indistinguishable from the original stimulus set with
regard to size, image quality, and all other visual aspects. Care
was taken to ensure that no added object pairs overlapped with
existing object pairs (e.g. when a pair of baseball caps were
included in the original stimulus set, a pair of cowboy hats
were not added in order to avoid confusion with regard to
categorical similarity).

2.4. Image acquisition and data analysis

All images were acquired on a 3 Tesla Siemens Al-
legra MRI scanner. Stimuli were back-projected onto a
screen at the superior end of the scanner bore, and par-
ticipants viewed the objects through an angled mirror at-
tached to the head coil. Detailed anatomic data were ac-
quired using a multiplanar rapidly acquired gradient echo
(MP-RAGE) sequence (TR = 30 ms, TE = 3.3 ms, 128 slices,
1 mm× 1 mm× 1.33 mm voxels). Functional images were
acquired using a T2*-weighted echo planar imaging (EPI)
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elow), which was shown for 2 s. Finally, a fixation cr
as shown for 0.5 s before the next object appeared. S

us order was constant, and the same object within the o
air was tested across all participants, while the cond
f each object (same, similar,or new) was counterbalance
cross participants. Thus, those objects that were assig

hesimilar condition for a particular participant were sho
t encoding as the non-tested object in that object pair
ecognition test consisted of 450 objects (180same, 180simi-
ar, and 90new).Same, similar,andnewobjects were equal
istributed across each third of the recognition test. Fur
ore, no more than four objects in any given condition (same
imilar,or new) and no more than two objects from the sa
road category (e.g.animals) appeared in a row. Participan
ere asked to respond as to whether each object was:

same”—identical to a studied object; (ii) “similar”—simil
ut not identical to a studied object; or (iii) “new”—an u
tudied, unrelated object. Then, participants were ask
ecide whether they had “high confidence” or “low co
ence” in the decision they had just made. After the
ata were scored, the scans at encoding were condit

zed (or ‘binned’) based on the subsequent response to
bject during the recognition test (i.e. whether the object

ested in thesameor similar form and whether the partic
ant responded “same,” “similar,” or “new” to the object). T
ine possible cognitive states that result from this stimu
esponse protocol are illustrated inFig. 2. It is important to
ote that new items were shown only at recognition, and s
e are studying neural activity at encoding, only respo

o sameandsimilar items were used in fMRI data analys
equence (TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, 30 slices, 4.5
sotropic voxels).

SPM99 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurolo
as used to perform all pre-processing and data ana
tandard pre-processing was performed on the funct
ata, including slice-time correction, motion correction, n
alization to the SPM99 EPI template (re-sampling at 2

sotropic resolution using sinc interpolation), and spa
moothing using a 6 mm full-width half maximum (FWHM
aussian kernel.
For each participant, on a voxel-by-voxel basis, an ev

elated analysis was first conducted where all instanc
particular event type were modeled through convolu
ith a canonical hemodynamic response function, and

hen entered into a general linear model resulting in a
eight (i.e. model amplitude) associated with each e

ype. The difference in magnitude between beta-weight
ociated with two event types of interest were then comp
nd these differences were entered into a random effects
sis, where one-samplet-tests were used to examine the c
istency of activity at each voxel (using between partici
ariability to estimate variance). An individual voxel thre
ld ofp< 0.01 with a cluster threshold of 46 contiguous v
ls was used to yield results corrected for multiple com

sons top< 0.05 (Forman et al., 1995; Slotnick, Moo, Sega
Hart, 2003; Slotnick & Schacter, 2004). All activations

re presented in neurological coordinates (i.e. activity in
ight hemisphere is presented on the right side of the
mages). Voxel coordinates are reported in Talairach co
ates (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) and reflect the most si
ificant voxel proximal to the center of each uniquely ac
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region. In order to characterize the pattern of activity in the
clusters defined by the random effects analysis, event-related
time-courses were extracted from clusters of interest using
custom written software in MATLAB. Linear trends were re-
moved from all time-courses, and the timepoints from 0 to
4 s preceding stimulus onset were used to correct for baseline
activity. Unless otherwise noted, statistics were conducted on
event-related activity 4–8 s after stimulus onset. If a cluster
of activity was too large to be considered a single area of
activation, timecourses were extracted from a 9 mm sphere
within the region of interest. (In the current study, this only
occurred for the left fusiform gyrus in the subsequent any
recognition versus forgetting contrast.) For contrasts where
the random effects analysis revealed activity in the fusiform
gyrus in only one hemisphere, a laterality test was used to di-
rectly compare activity in the right and left fusiform gyri. The
difference in beta-weights associated with the event types of
interest in each contrast was extracted from a 9 mm sphere
within the active region defined by the random effects anal-
ysis (centered on reported coordinatex, y, z) as well as from
the analogous 9 mm sphere in the opposite hemisphere (cen-
tered on coordinate –x, y, z). Statistics were then conducted
on these beta-weight differences.

If a participant did not have at least 10 events in every
condition used in a contrast, that participant’s data were ex-
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Fig. 3. Behavioral responses associated with same, similar, and new items at
recognition (mean± 1S.E.). They-axis refers to the percentage of responses
to a specific object type (same, similar,or new) that were associated with
a specific response type (“same,” “similar,” or “new”). Thus, the sum of
“same,” “similar,” and “new” response percentages to any single object type
equals 100%.

ten than they were called “same” or “new” (t= 6.6,p< 0.001
and t= 3.5,p< 0.005, respectively, pairedt-tests); andnew
items were called “new” more often than they were called
“same” or “similar” (t= 12.3,p< 0.001 andt= 3.5,p< 0.005,
respectively, pairedt-tests). The false recognition rate to sim-
ilar objects (“same”/similar) was significantly higher than
the baseline false recognition rate to unrelated, new objects
(“same”/new; t= 7.6,p< 0.001, pairedt-test). Furthermore,
although the partial recognition rate (“similar”/same) and
partial false recognition rate (“similar”/new) were compa-
rable, significantly more high confidence ratings were asso-
ciated with partial recognition (63% high confidence) than
with partial false recognition (42% high confidence;t= 4.9,
p< 0.001, pairedt-test). Assuming that high confidence re-
sponses, for the most part, reflected memory for some subset
of specific and/or general information about the studied item
while low confidence responses predominantly reflected a
sense of familiarity or a guess, these results suggest that par-
tial recognition most frequently occurred when the gist of the
studied object or a subset of its features were remembered
with high confidence (e.g. those features that overlapped be-
tween the studied and tested objects), whereas partial false
recognition responses were more frequently based on a false
feeling of familiarity for a new object.

Considering those conditions involved in imaging con-
t that
w nce
( ime
f with
h

luded from the analysis for that specific comparison.
er those criteria, if 12 or more participants had a suffic
umber of high confidence response events in each n
ary condition in a specific contrast, then that contrast
nalyzed using only the high confidence response eve
rder to eliminate noise in the data due to guessing. As
oth the specific recognition versus non-specific recogn
nd the non-specific recognition versus specific recogn
ontrasts were analyzed using only high confidence resp
vents—12 of the 13 participants had a sufficient num
f high confidence responses in all relevant conditions

ncluded in these contrasts. Both the non-specific mem
ersus forgetting as well as the any memory versus fo
ing contrasts were analyzed collapsing over high and
onfidence responses due to a low number of high c
ence “new” responses tosameobjects in a large number
articipants. After collapsing over confidence, 12 of the
articipants fit the criteria to be included in these non-spe
ersus forgetting and any memory versus forgetting anal

. Results

.1. Behavioral results

Participants were able to successfully distinguish
ween studied and non-studied objects on the recogn
est (Fig. 3). Specifically,sameitems were called “same
ignificantly more often than they were called “similar”
new” (t= 2.7, p< 0.02 andt= 6.4, p< 0.001, respectivel
airedt-tests);similar items were called “similar” more o
rasts, the mean reaction time at encoding for objects
ere later specifically remembered with high confide

“same”/same) was no different than the mean reaction t
or objects that were later non-specifically remembered
igh confidence (“similar”/sameand “same”/similar; t= 1.1,
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Fig. 4. Encoding-related activity associated with specific (“same”/same) as compared to non-specific (“same”/similar or “similar”/same) object recognition.
To the left, neural activity is projected onto an axial slice of the group mean anatomic image (Z=−20, SPM99). The right fusiform cortex (extending into the
right parahippocampal gyrus) is demarcated with a circle, and to the right, the magnitude of specific and non-specific event-related activity within this region
is shown.

p> 0.2, pairedt-test). Furthermore, the mean reaction time at
encoding for objects that were later non-specifically remem-
bered (“similar”/sameand “same”/similar) was no different
than the mean reaction time for objects that were later for-
gotten (“new”/sameor similar; t= 0.8,p> 0.2, pairedt-test).
Consistent with several previous subsequent memory studies
(Morcom, Good, Frackowiak, & Rugg, 2003; Wagner et al.,
1998), the mean reaction time for objects that were later re-
membered either specifically or non-specifically (“same” or
“similar”/sameor similar) was longer than for objects that
were later forgotten (“new”/sameorsimilar; t= 2.3,p< 0.05,
pairedt-test).

3.2. Imaging results

As expected, object encoding (as compared to fixation)
was associated with robust sensory activity in visual cor-
tical processing regions. To test our hypotheses, we first
examined the neural activity at encoding that was asso-
ciated with subsequent, high-confidence specific recogni-
tion (“same”/same) as compared to high-confidence non-
specific recognition (“same”/similar [false recognition] or
“similar”/same[partial recognition]). In support of our hy-
pothesis, activity in the right fusiform gyrus, extending into
the parahippocampal gyrus, during encoding was preferen-
t
F ing-
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t ) was
s 0–4 s
b -
t r-
e non-
s d

t-test). Furthermore, the direct contrast between the magni-
tude of event-related activity associated with specific versus
non-specific recognition within this region was also signif-
icant (t= 2.0,p< 0.04, one-tailed pairedt-test;Fig. 4). Sup-
porting the appropriateness of combining high confidence
false recognition and high confidence partial recognition to
create the high confidence non-specific recognition condi-
tion, there was no difference between encoding-related ac-
tivity associated with high confidence false recognition and
high confidence partial recognition in this region of right
fusiform cortex (t< 1, n.s., one-tailed pairedt-test). The right
fusiform cortex/parahippocampal gyrus region was the only
active brain area observed in this contrast.

A laterality test was used to directly compare activity in
the right fusiform cortex with activity in the analogous area of
the left fusiform cortex during the encoding of items eliciting
subsequent specific as compared to non-specific recognition
(see Section2). In the area of right fusiform gyrus, defined
by the subsequent specific versus subsequent non-specific
recognition contrast, there was a significant difference in
beta-weights between items that were subsequently remem-
bered specifically as compared to those subsequently remem-
bered non-specifically (t= 3.0,p< 0.01, one-tailed pairedt-
test), while in the analogous area of left fusiform gyrus, there
was no significant difference in beta-weights between these
t -
m beta-
w -
fi hold
t nal-
y ed to
t cting
a
n left
ially associated with specific recognition (Table 1, top, and
ig. 4). Characterizing the nature of this result, encod
elated activity associated with specific recognition wi
his region (as assessed 4–8 s following stimulus onset
ignificantly greater than baseline activity (as assessed
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Table 1
Neural regions differentially associated with specific recognition
(labeling a same object “same”) and non-specific recognition
(false recognition—labeling asimilar object “same”—or partial
recognition—labeling asameobject “similar”)

Region BA (x, y, z)

Specific recognition > non-specific recognition
Right fusiform gyrus 20 40,−30,−15
Right parahippocampal gyrus 36 38,−32,−14

Non-specific recognition > specific recognition
Left superior frontal gyrus 10 −35, 56,−1
Right superior frontal gyrus 10 28, 53, 14
Left middle frontal gyrus 10 −31, 56, 3
Left superior frontal gyrus 11 −28, 50,−16
Right superior frontal gyrus 6 22, 14, 55
Right medial frontal gyrus 6 8, 15, 44
Right precentral gyrus 6 60,−12, 40
Left inferior frontal gyrus 44 −54, 4, 15
Right precentral gyrus 44 44, 13, 7
Left inferior frontal gyrus 9 −60, 12, 22
Right inferior frontal gyrus 47 39, 15,−14
Right postcentral gyrus 3 63,−18, 33
Right anterior cingulate gyrus 32 10, 32, 23
Left cingulate gyrus 24 −2, 11, 28
Left cingulate gyrus 23 −10,−23, 30
Left insula 13 −37, 14, 10
Left inferior parietal lobule 40 −52,−25, 33
Right superior parietal lobule 7 22,−56, 61
Left precuneus 7 −13,−55, 43
Left cuneus 7 −14,−72, 31
Right precuneus 31 13,−72, 29
Left lingual gyrus 19 −8, −63, 1
Left cuneus 19 −7, −78, 36
Right cuneus 18 2,−71, 22
Right cuneus 30 6,−63, 9
Left superior temporal gyrus 42 −57,−29, 16
Left middle temporal gyrus 37 −53,−53, 2
Right thalamus – 11,−23, 4
Left thalamus – −19,−26, 6
Right substantia nigra – 15,−21,−5
Right putamen – 22, 15,−7
Left cerebellum – −3, −51,−14

BA refers to Brodmann area, and coordinates (x,y,z) are reported in Talairach
space.

fusiform or parahippocampal gyri.
We also explored the encoding-related activity differ-

entially associated with subsequent high-confidence non-
specific as compared to high-confidence specific recogni-
tion (the inverse of the above comparison). This contrast was
associated with activity in areas including the left inferior
frontal gyrus, bilateral prefrontal cortex, bilateral parietal
cortex, cuneus, precuneus, and anterior cingulate (Table 1,
bottom, andFig. 5). Of note, the left inferior prefrontal cor-
tex finding has been previously associated with both encod-
ing and retrieval of semantic information (Demb et al., 1995;
Wagner, Paŕe-Blagoev, Clark, & Poldrack, 2001) (see Section
4). The encoding-related activity associated with subsequent
non-specific recognition in the left inferior frontal gyrus was
significantly greater than baseline (t= 2.4,p< 0.02, one-tailed
pairedt-test). By contrast, there was no significant difference
between baseline and subsequent specific recognition-related

Table 2
Neural regions differentially associated with non-specific recogni-
tion (false recognition—labeling asimilar object “same”—or partial
recognition—labeling asameobject “similar”) as compared to forgetting
(labeling asameor similar object “new”)

Region BA (x, y, z)

Non-specific recognition > forgetting
Left superior frontal gyrus 8 −9, 47, 42
Left middle frontal gyrus 8 −18, 33, 36
Right middle frontal gyrus 9 52, 7, 37
Right precentral gyrus 4 42,−15, 55
Right precentral gyrus 6 32,−10, 65
Right precentral gyrus 6 53, 2, 27
Left inferior frontal gyrus 45 −58, 14, 20
Left inferior frontal gyrus 47 −25, 10,−12
Left superior parietal lobule 7 −21,−56, 60
Left inferior parietal lobule 40 −48,−39, 54
Left superior parietal lobule 7 −27,−56, 43
Left inferior parietal lobule 40 −50,−29, 44
Right precuneus 7 27,−56, 49
Left cuneus 17 −4, −89, 5
Right posterior cingulate 23 7,−26, 28
Right subcollosal gyrus 34 27, 7,−11
Left lingual gyrus 18 −9, −78, 5
Right lingual gyrus 18 4,−65, 4
Left lingual gyrus 19 −27,−73,−1
Right lingual gyrus 19 28,−70,−2
Left parahippocampal gyrus 36 −33,−33,−21
Left fusiform gyrus 20 −34,−36,−23
Left fusiform gyrus 37 −38,−51,−18
Left middle temporal gyrus 37 −58,−44,−8
Right middle temporal gyrus 37 54,−53,−10
Right medial globus pallidus – 11,−3, −5
Right brainstem (pons) – 11,−30,−27
Right cerebellum – 8,−78,−15
Right cerebellum – 39,−67,−40

BA refers to Brodmann area, and coordinates (x,y,z) are reported in Talairach
space.

activity within this region (t< 1, n.s., one-tailed pairedt-test).
Moreover, activity in this region was significantly greater for
encoding trials eliciting subsequent non-specific rather than
specific recognition (t= 3.3, p< 0.005, one-tailed pairedt-
test;Fig. 5).

To further test our hypotheses, we contrasted encoding-
related activity associated with subsequent non-specific
recognition (“same”/similar [false recognition] or “simi-
lar”/same[partial recognition]) with encoding-related activ-
ity associated with subsequent forgetting (“new”/sameor
similar). In this contrast, it was necessary to collapse across
high- and low-confidence responses to ensure there were a
sufficient number of responses to conduct the analysis (see
Section2). In support of our predictions, activity in the
left fusiform gyrus was preferentially associated with sub-
sequent non-specific recognition (Table 2 and Fig. 6). In
this region of left fusiform cortex, encoding-related activ-
ity associated with subsequent non-specific recognition was
significantly greater than encoding-related activity associ-
ated with subsequent forgetting (t= 3.0,p< 0.01, one-tailed
pairedt-test;Fig. 6), while encoding-related activity associ-
ated with both non-specific recognition and forgetting was
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Fig. 5. Encoding-related activity associated with non-specific (“same”/similar or “similar”/same) as compared to specific (“same”/same) recognition. To the
left, a circle demarcates activity in the left inferior frontal gyrus, projected onto an axial slice of the group mean anatomic image (Z= 18, SPM99), and to the
right, the magnitude of event-related activity within this region is shown.

significantly greater than baseline (non-specific recognition,
t= 6.7,p< 0.0001, one-tailed pairedt-test; forgetting,t= 4.5,
p< 0.001, one-tailed pairedt-test). This non-specific recog-
nition versus forgetting contrast revealed additional activity
in multiple other brain regions including bilateral prefrontal
gyrus, left inferior frontal gyrus, left parietal cortex, bilateral
middle temporal gyrus, right precentral gyrus, and bilateral
lingual gyrus (Table 2), with the notable absence of activity
in the right fusiform or parahippocampal gyri.

A laterality test showed that, in the left fusiform gyrus,
there was a significant difference in beta-weights associ-
ated with objects that were subsequently remembered non-
specifically as compared to objects that were forgotten
(t= 3.4,p< 0.005, one-tailed pairedt-test), while in the anal-

ogous area of right fusiform cortex, there was no difference
in beta-weights associated with these two event types (t< 1,
n.s., one-tailed pairedt-test). Moreover, there was a signifi-
cant interaction between hemisphere and beta-weight differ-
ence (p< 0.005). Again, we confirmed this laterality test by
relaxing the cluster extent threshold (to correct for multiple
comparisons atp= 0.2) to examine subthreshold activity in
the random effects analysis; no activity was found in the right
fusiform or parahippocampal gyri.

In further support of our hypothesis, the comparison be-
tween subsequent memory of any type (“same” or “simi-
lar”/sameor similar) and forgetting (“new”/sameor sim-
ilar ) revealed bilateral fusiform cortex activity (Table 3
and Fig. 7a). Again, we collapsed across high- and low-

F cognit
s us, pro ,
a ion is s
ig. 6. Encoding-related activity associated with non-specific object re
imilar). To the left, a circle demarcates activity in the left fusiform gyr
nd to the right, the magnitude of event-related activity within this reg
ion (“same”/similar or “similar”/same) as compared to forgetting (“new”/sameor
jected onto an axial slice of the group mean anatomic image (Z=−24, SPM99)
hown.
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Table 3
Neural regions differentially associated with any memory (labeling asame
or similar object “same” or “similar”) as compared to forgetting (labeling a
sameor similar object “new”)

Region BA (x, y, z)

Any memory > forgetting
Left middle frontal gyrus 11 −41, 41,−16
Right middle frontal gyrus 6 30, 15, 53
Left superior frontal gyrus 8 −10, 47, 42
Right middle frontal gyrus 8 53, 8, 38
Left middle frontal gyrus 46 −47, 20, 23
Left inferior frontal gyrus 45/9 −60, 15, 20
Right inferior frontal gyrus 9 52, 3, 25
Left inferior frontal gyrus 46 −54, 36, 7
Right inferior frontal gyrus 47 26, 9,−11
Left inferior frontal gyrus 13 −26, 11,−11
Left cingulate gyrus 32 −8, 24, 42
Right caudate – 6, 13, 3
Left caudate – −11, 16, 6
Left inferior parietal lobule 40 −49,−39, 53
Right superior parietal lobule 7 26,−58, 47
Left superior parietal lobule 7 −37,−54, 54
Right cuneus 19 32,−78, 32
Right middle occipital gyrus 19 35,−87, 9
Left inferior occipital gyrus 19 −33,−77,−7
Left cuneus 17 −12,−94, 5
Right middle occipital gyrus 18 28,−92, 5
Right lingual gyrus 18 26,−74,−3
Left lingual gyrus 18 −28,−68,−1
Left parahippocampal gyrus 36 −28,−16,−24
Right parahippocampal gyrus 34 14,−12,−16
Left fusiform gyrus 20 −37,−42,−20
Right fusiform gyrus 20 38,−18,−23
Right inferior temporal gyrus 20 39,−13,−29
Right middle temporal gyrus 37 55,−54,−11
Left middle temporal gyrus 37 −59,−46,−9
Right putamen – 26, 10,−12
Left putamen – −26, 12,−13
Right cerebral peduncle – 10,−3, −7
Right midbrain – 1,−25,−12
Left cerebellum – −1, −58,−2
Left cerebellum – −10,−81,−16
Right cerebellum – 11,−82,−19

BA refers to Brodmann area, and coordinates (x,y,z) are reported in Talairach
space.

confidence responses in order to include a sufficient number
of trials in the analysis (see Section2). In the left fusiform
cortex, although encoding-related activity (4–8 s following
stimulus onset) associated with both subsequent memory of
any type and subsequent forgetting was significantly greater
than the baseline level of activity (0–4 s preceding stimu-
lus onset) (any memory,t= 6.9,p< 0.0001, one-tailed paired
t-test; forgetting,t= 4.8,p< 0.001, one-tailed pairedt-test),
the magnitude of this increase was significantly greater for
any memory as compared to forgetting (t= 3.7, p< 0.002,
one-tailed pairedt-test;Fig. 7a). In the right fusiform cor-
tex, only encoding-related activity associated with any mem-
ory was significantly greater than baseline (t= 4.9,p< 0.001,
one-tailed pairedt-test), while encoding-related activity as-
sociated with forgetting was similar to baseline (t< 1, n.s.,
one-tailed pairedt-test). Furthermore, right fusiform cortex

activity associated with subsequent memory of any type was
significantly greater than activity associated with subsequent
forgetting (t= 2.8,p< 0.01, one-tailed pairedt-test;Fig. 7a).
The any memory versus forgetting contrast was also associ-
ated with activity in multiple other brain regions, including
the left inferior frontal gyrus, a region previously associated
with subsequent memory success (Kirchhoff et al., 2000; Ot-
ten et al., 2001; Sperling et al., 2003; Wagner et al., 1998)
(Fig. 7b andTable 3).

4. Discussion

The results from the current study support our hypothesis
regarding the roles of the right and left fusiform cortex during
memorial encoding of visual objects. Activity increases in the
right fusiform cortex at encoding were preferentially associ-
ated with subsequent specific recognition, as compared to
non-specific recognition. This observation compliments pre-
vious repetition priming results that have suggested that the
right fusiform cortex may be involved with processing spe-
cific features of visual objects (Koutstaal et al., 2001; Simons
et al., 2003), and extends these findings by suggesting that
the right fusiform cortex is associated with successful encod-
ing of specific visual features which supports later episodic
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ncoding-related activity in bilateral fusiform cortex was
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Fig. 7. Activity associated with successful object encoding of any type (“same” or “similar”/sameor similar) as compared to unsuccessful object encoding
(i.e. forgetting; “new”/sameor similar). (a) Circles demarcate activity in the right and left fusiform cortex projected onto an axial slice of the group mean
anatomic image (Z=−28, SPM99), with the magnitude of event-related activity associated with each of these regions shown below. (b) A circle demarcates
the left inferior frontal gyrus (axial slice,Z= 24, SPM99), with the magnitude of event-related activity within this region shown below.

The contrast between subsequent non-specific recognition
and subsequent forgetting, as well as the contrast between
subsequent recognition of any type and subsequent forget-
ting, revealed activity in several regions such as the inferior
prefrontal cortex and parahippocampal cortex, both of which
have been shown to be predictive of subsequent specific mem-
ory (e.g.Wagner et al., 1998), thus extending the functional
nature of activity within these regions to also support non-
specific memory (i.e. general memory). While the contrast
between subsequent non-specific recognition and subsequent
forgetting revealed left but not right fusiform activity, the
contrast between subsequent memory of any type versus for-
getting was associated with bilateral fusiform activity. This
encoding-related activity in right fusiform cortex revealed in
the latter contrast was presumably due to the large subset of
specific recognition items entering into the any subsequent
memory versus subsequent forgetting comparison.

The encoding-related activity associated with subsequent
non-specific recognition as compared to specific recognition
resembles patterns of activation that have been associated
with semantic (Demb et al., 1995; Wagner et al., 2001) and
episodic retrieval (Buckner et al., 1998; Slotnick et al., 2003;
Wheeler & Buckner, 2003), including activity in the inferior
prefrontal cortex, bilateral frontal cortex, and parietal cortex.
We propose that this activity reflects elaborative retrieval-
b ht in-
c other
i last

time the object was encountered in the real world). In the
current paradigm, additional retrieval-like, elaborative pro-
cessing at encoding would enhance the amount of general
information available at recognition; however, limitations in
cognitive resources may result in an associated reduction in
the amount of specific visual information encoded, thus de-
creasing the probability of specific recognition and increasing
the probability of non-specific (false or partial) recognition.
A more systematic manipulation of the encoding task would
be necessary to confirm our suggestion that the retrieval-like
activity we see in the current study is attributable to elabora-
tive processing at encoding.

Interestingly, since previous studies have shown an asso-
ciation between inferior prefrontal cortex activity during en-
coding and subsequent successful verbatim recognition (as
compared to forgetting; e.g.Wagner et al., 1998), one may
have predicted that more activity would be seen in this area
during the encoding of specifically remembered rather than
non-specifically remembered items. The fact that the inferior
prefrontal cortex is instead more active during the encoding
of subsequently non-specifically as compared to specifically
remembered events (seeFig. 5) suggests the possibility that
activity in this region assumed to be associated with sub-
sequent verbatim recognition in previous studies is actually
reflecting successful general or gist encoding rather than spe-
c em-
o left
i ed
ased processes during memorial encoding, which mig
lude object–object associations (e.g. tiger–lion) and/or
nformation about the object (e.g. the object’s use or the
ific encoding (both of which would lead to successful m
ry as compared to forgetting). In addition to finding that

nferior prefrontal cortex activity was preferentially involv
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in encoding subsequent non-specifically rather than specifi-
cally remembered items, we also found that activity in this
region is associated with subsequent non-specific recognition
as compared to forgetting, which further supports the notion
that this activity may reflect successful non-specific rather
than specific encoding.

The fact that that we did not see fusiform cortex activity in
the non-specific recognition versus specific recognition con-
trast should not be surprising because specific recognition
would presumably be associated with both specific feature
encoding (right fusiform activity) as well as non-specific pro-
cessing (left fusiform activity). Thus, since the left fusiform
cortex was presumably active in both the subsequent spe-
cific and subsequent non-specific recognition conditions, it
was not expected to appear in any contrasts comparing sub-
sequent specific and non-specific recognition.

An important and as yet unresolved question concerns the
qualitative nature of specific recognition effects that are pre-
ceded by increased right fusiform activity during encoding.
On the one hand, we have stressed that right fusiform ac-
tivity has been associated with form-specific priming effects
(Koutstaal et al., 2001; Simons et al., 2003). Thus, it is pos-
sible that subsequent specific recognition reflects the influ-
ence of priming-like processes (implicit memory). On the
other hand, memory for specific details of previously studied
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et al., 1995). Thus, the specific and non-specific processing
distinction appears to be somewhat mixed for verbal stim-
ulus processing, while it seems to be more ubiquitous with
regard to visual object or scene processing (Graham et al.,
2000; Koutstaal et al., 2001; Marsolek, 1995, 1999; Phelps
& Gazzaniga, 1992; Simons et al., 2003).

Moreover, the present pattern of results complements a
model of visuospatial hemispheric specialization proposed
by Kosslyn and colleagues (e.g.Kosslyn, 1987; Kosslyn
et al., 1989; Laeng, 1994; Slotnick, Moo, Tesoro, & Hart,
2001), where between-object coordinate-based visuospatial
processing preferentially occurs in the right hemisphere while
between-object categorical visuospatial processing preferen-
tially occurs in the left hemisphere. Such visuospatial pro-
cessing can also be considered for a single object, where
coordinate-based processing includes the spatial relation-
ships between an object’s features (i.e. specific processing)
while categorical processing refers to non-specific encoding.
Our pattern of fusiform cortex results fit well within such
a single object rendition of the whole-brain categorical ver-
sus coordinate visuospatial processing framework, with the
right fusiform cortex performing more precise object encod-
ing while the left fusiform cortex subserves less specific ob-
ject encoding.
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If, however, right fusiform activity at encoding is predictive
of subsequent high confidence false recognition, these results
would provide support for cognitive theories suggesting both
true and false recognition are rooted in the same type of mem-
ory trace.

Previous neuroimaging studies of encoding processes
have only considered whether studied items were remem-
bered or forgotten (i.e. specific memory). In the present study,
we provide the first evidence delineating the specific neu-
ral substrates associated with encoding of both specific and
general information. Moreover, we have linked results from
repetition priming studies to the domain of memory encod-
ing, illustrating that the right fusiform cortex is preferentially
associated with successful encoding of specific features of vi-
sual objects, while the left fusiform cortex is preferentially
involved in successful encoding of more general aspects of
visual objects.
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